Adventures and Activities Ahoy!

Art from Sardine in Outer Space by Emmanuel Guibert
On a street in space...

Oh wow! Look, Uncle, L'il Louie! There's a price on my head! How cool is that?!

I want a price on my head too!

WANTED
SARDINE OF OUTER SPACE

REWARD: FULLY EQUIPPED KITCHEN WITH CONVECTION OVEN, DISHWASHER, AND OVERSIZE FREEZER

Here's what I think of that rag!

No, Uncle! Don't tear it up! It'd make a great poster for our room!

Too late, it's all wrinkled.

Don't toss it on the street, at least. Littering's a dirty habit.

Hey! Look!

Art from Sardine in Outer Space by Emmanuel Guibert
(Oh, no! Sardine and her friends have been erased from the pictures! Draw them back into this story)

Hey, Uncle, we've never seen such ugly drawings in our adventures before.

Of course not! Elsewhere, maybe, but not here!

I think they're kind of funny.

This is weird. A sabotage artist must have messed with this story. We have to find him!

Text from Sardine in Outer Space by Emmanuel Guibert
Color Robot as he enjoys a quiet evening at home

Art from Robot Dreams by Sara Varon
CREATE YOUR OWN ROBOT FRIEND

Art from Robot Dreams by Sara Varon
Spot the 9 differences between these two pictures.

Art from *Tiny Tyrant* by Lewis Trondheim and Fabrice Parme
Add some color to Tiny Tyrant’s Day

But shrink all the insects!

And the pigeons. I can’t stand pigeons!

And moles too! They’re a menace—you never know where they’ll pop up.

Your Majesty, there appears to be a slight problem with my machine.

Yes, I know—the color’s ugly.

Um, no—actually, everything that’s been shrunk keeps on shrinking and we can’t stop it.

You mean…?

That everyone’s going to keep shrinking until they disappear.

But that’s horrible! Stop it! My beautiful palace!

But—but…!

How am I going to get into my bed?

Art from Tiny Tyrant by Lewis Trondheim and Fabrice Parme
Kaput & Zosky
WHAT ARE THEY SAYING?

Fill in the speech bubble with what you think the monster should say.
Will Kaput & Zosky ever find their way to conquerable planet X?

Art from Kaput & Zosky by Lewis Trondheim
LITTLE VAMPIRE -- What Are They Saying?

Fill in the speech bubbles with what you think Little Vampire and his friends are saying.

Art from Little Vampire by Joann Sfar
Match Each Character To His Possessions

Art from Tiny Tyrant, Little Vampire, and Kaput & Zosky
First Second’s fine offerings for younger readers

SARDINE IN OUTER SPACE 1 By Emmanuel Guibert and Joann Sfar
SARDINE IN OUTER SPACE 2 By Emmanuel Guibert and Joann Sfar
SARDINE IN OUTER SPACE 3 By Emmanuel Guibert and Joann Sfar
SARDINE IN OUTER SPACE 4 By Emmanuel Guibert and Joann Sfar
SARDINE IN OUTER SPACE 5 By Emmanuel Guibert
KAPUT AND ZÖSKY By Lewis Trondheim
TINY TYRANT by Lewis Trondheim and Fabrice Parme
ROBOT DREAMS By Sara Varon
LITTLE VAMPIRE By Joann Sfar